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White Bride
Blank page. It’s this dress – I can’t breathe in it. Deep flounces of 
colorless fabric mount as if trying to reset a clock, a wake, our task 
to look back and not look back. Salt at the wrist – then up the arm 
to the shoulder, all the way to the bitter white heart. Bandaged: 
existing as erasure, I appear where I disappear. It’s a costume or 
an heirloom or it’s both. It’s a copy: it’s unique. It will only be 
worn once, and then it was only worn once: on the most important 
day of…. Then it’s listed among unclaimed gowns at the cleaners 
or crushed into a corner of the thrift shop. “I pretended I was 
in a play,” she confesses, speaking of her wedding, “I’d done 
theater – I knew how to get through it.” Colorless scentless sift of 
time and this feeling of connection to events we didn’t experience 
then this sense of being disconnected from what in fact… And 
elected – representative. “I wish I’d put it on before and learned 
how to walk around in it.” Unmarked or almost: maybe a smudge 
of dust or a faint smear of what looks like rust at the edge of – but 
you’d have to know where to look. Because it cost too much to 
clean it. “Regrets? I wish I’d known how hard my dress would be 
to move in…I would’ve practiced.”
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Bride of the New Dawn
She appears to be recognized as herself and not herself, new 
because endlessly recycled, not what she was but not what she 
will be – see? Not married and not not married, the processional’s a 
ritual meant to extend a magical present, until the head of this pin 
is the size of a rented hall and all of us angels stepping out on the 
long blank train of her on-going gown. To go in single and come 
married out is easy enough, what matters is to enlarge the inter-
stitial, to live as long as we can in the not exactly no longer and the 
not quite not yet also. Where organ music drowns the ill-digested 
vows and the empty stomach growls. Hesitant. The bnd goes 
down slow as a pill we can’t really swallow, stuck chunk in a stalled 
gulp between yesterday and tomorrow, at one and the same time 
belated and punctual. It’s the system itself we’ve come to see (open 
the plug of that rubber-edged rose window), not me and not you, 
but we: the marriage of church and state made visible, audible, 
available. Here Dearly Beloved’s an embarrassing gurgle, and the 
costly gown so much densely crumpled bathroom tissue backing 
up one overworked way in and out of the usual world. From the 
mouth to points South, scrawl that in soap on the vehicle? From 

“will you?” to “why don’t you ever?” on the march to “irreconcil-
able.” Hey – whoa! Away with you hand-wringing nay sayers: be 
here now now now now…. Cheeks are flushed and eyes overflow 
as we grasp her new handle, here to hear the I do as a couple of 
hard blows: that flesh-blunted sound of bone on bone dislodging 
as cough a caught morsel not thoroughly chewed. Back out, back 
up, quagmire, circle: proposed solutions involve the usual budget 
expansions, extended tours of duty, and additional troops.
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Colonized Bride (Jewel in the Crown)
(“I never guessed you’d be so…possessive. Not after 
you had what you wanted from me, anyway.”)

His mouth came down on hers once more, forceful, possessive, 
unyielding. This time there was no trace of gentleness in the 
lips that ravaged hers

She kissed him, desperate to make him see that he had her, no 
matter what. Within seconds, he took over the kiss, grasping 
her head to hold her still as his mouth plundered and ravaged 
and yes, devoured hers

He muffled her words with a kiss, a long, hungry one that reduced 
her to pudding

As his mouth plundered hers with a hunger that answered her own 
Then he took her lips with his, his blood fired with the need to 

plunder her honeyed mouth
To plunder that lush, supple mouth…[and] plunder that seductive 

mouth
The need to brand her with his mouth
He kissed her, plundering first her mouth, then her ear and the 

hollow of her throat
Silencing her…he buried his tongue in the sweet hot warmth of her 

mouth the way he wanted to bury himself in another part of her
He ravaged her mouth with heady thrusts of his tongue, and when 

that no longer satisfied him, he swept his hands down her neck 
to shove her gown free of her shoulders so he could strafe her 
bared flesh with urgent, openmouthed caresses

He pleasured her with everything he possessed until he thought 
he’d burst with the need to bury something other than his 
tongue inside her

She seemed perfectly eager to be ravished
Then his mouth seized hers…plundering
If [he] had governed India anywhere as competently as he governed 

her body, no wonder everyone lauded his actions
He ravaged her mouth
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Fugitive Bride 
She resists description by not existing where the language 
lands – I think you told me that once. Well, sheesh, who does? You 
laughed if I remember right insisting this was slightly different 
(though, you added that, as usual, words come nowhere near to 
it). To say she’s a reaction to a reaction is (in media res) a start. 
A mechanism. Standing either too far off for even a shred of 
wind lifted foam to touch your lips or so close you’re constantly 
doused and having to – at measured intervals (like clockwork your-
self) – duck, you know you only know a single aspect you wouldn’t 

“for the world” have anyone else take for the truth. So you say you 
said. So you say she gets away, so you require that. Kept on ice 
this image of her running off, white skirts gathered in her fists, 
pale veil streaked behind her on the sky like a thin drift of cirrus. 
She appears in order to vanish: so who here doesn’t? Either this 
theorizing is all wet or else it’s true that you just can’t talk about 
it – or both? Once upon a time, so the story of the fb begins, you 
found yourself alone in a colorless room where light slicked the 
plastic-wrapped silhouettes. And someone said Choose, said, It’s 
your choice. The question was never whether or not to be absent 
but only the shape of your absence, the line, the length. Veils 
hung white on the white walls so the chamber looked like it 
ought to be opened and left for awhile, set on “defrost.” In your 
heart a flower made of glass, life-like but cracked. On the inside 
becoming the outside and vice versa, the mobius dress of the 
message, moving toward gold bands whose meaning is both up 
for grabs at every instant and never in doubt, here she comes 
/ there she goes crying, in either case, for what she swears is 
pure happiness. So shut, as the saying goes, your trap. On stage, 
in costume, we promise to be true forever: mesh and net, slip 
after blank slip. The meaning of each brief manifestation merely 
this: each manifestation is brief…and to be repeated. And to be 
repeated: we sign the checks and let the children go, we sign 
more checks and send the children back again and then sign up 


